LSU Parent & Family Programs hopes you have enjoyed reading the January Email Update magazine about how the impact of your gifts to LSU, is out now!

Your Gifts at Work:

- University Center for Freshman Year: 
  - Visit 

- University Sports: 
  - Visit

- University Dining: 
  - Visit

- University Parking: 
  - Visit

- University Events: 
  - Visit

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

- Commuter Students: 
  - Visit

- LSU UREC Personal Trainers are here to help your Tigers reach their goals in addition to their academic pursuits. 
  - Visit

- Tiger Training: 
  - Visit

- Stay Safe LSU: 
  - Visit

- LSU Ring Week: 
  - Visit

- LSU Ring: 
  - Visit

- Graduate Students: 
  - Visit

- EHS: 
  - Visit

- LSU Code of Student Conduct: 
  - Visit

- LSU Ring: 
  - Visit

- LSU Bursar: 
  - Visit

- LSU Libraries: 
  - Visit

- LSU Parking: 
  - Visit

- LSU Dining: 
  - Visit

SAVE THE DATE

- SPRING FAMILY FLING - FEBRUARY 15 - 17, 2019
  - Visit

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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